
{ COLLECTION }



Fleur de Quintessence represents the very best of Quintessence. 
This limited production barrel embodies artistry, French coopering 
heritage, skilled craftsmanship and an outstanding wood source. 
Each barrel arrives with its unique toasting graph and a certificate of 
authenticity detailing a complete chronology of the barrel’s journey 
from the Tronçais and Jupilles forest to the wine cellar.

To craft our Hydro-Collection barrels, we 
capitalize on water in motion to extract 
tannin from oak. Our coopering team has 
developed a custom tank and exclusive 
process to create barrels defined by 
elegance and finesse.

Hydro-Dynamique is our classic immersion 
barrel, designed to remove additional 
tannin while creating elegant oak aromatics.

Hydro-Pure utilizes an extended and low 
temperature toast immediately following 
water immersion to create a barrel that is 
focused on a vibrant fruit, softly toasted  
oak and balanced acidity.

Perle de Quintessence is a truncated 
oval-shaped barrel designed for 
wine fermentation. Its unique shape 
and technical specifications were 
carefully designed and crafted in 
creative collaboration with a Grand 
Cru Classé in St. Emilion. Each Perle 
de Quintessence barrel has an 
easily removable lid with a hermetic 
seal and gas pressure option may 
be used for pressurized barrel 
fermentations. The Perle toast is 
designed to integrate early with 
the wine, preserving the fruit while 
adding complexity and offering a 
hint of soft oak aromatics. 

COLLECTION

{  LIMITED COLLECTIONS  }

Our new limited production collection of barrels are inspired by the unique 
micro-cru and terroir in the magnificent French Oak forest. Chantilly and 
Montpensier, nestled in the Ile de France and Allier regions, offer a special 
touch to premium wines focused on expression.

Our Essence de Chantilly barrel is characterized by freshness and vivacity. 
Notes of mineral may be perceived, and a structured mouthfeel offers length 
to fruit-driven wines.

Essence de Montpensier barrel carefully respects fruit and offers an elegant 
touch of spice, hint of integrated toast, silky texture and excellent volume.

{  NEW  }

{  NEW  }



{  TOASTING GUIDE  } {  BARRELS  }

French Oak

Bordeaux Château Ferré

Bordeaux Château Tradition

Bordeaux Transport

Bordeaux Transport Allégée

Burgundy Transport

Burgundy Tradition

Transport 90

Transport 300

Transport 350

Transport 400

Transport 500

Transport 600

Fleur de Quintessence Bordeaux

Fleur de Quintessence Burgundy

Fleur de Quintessence Château

Perle de Quintessence (390L)   

European Oak

Available in Bordeaux Transport and Burgundy Transport

American Oak

Available in all the barrel formats except Transport 90

Customization (available upon request):

Toasted or untoasted heads, thin stave (22mm), extra fine grain, 36 month aged wood
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Chestnut 
Hoops 

-

4

-

-

-

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

8

4

-

Diameter
of Belly cm

69

69,5

69

69

72,6

72,6

69,5

78

80,6

80,6

91,4

98,1

69

72,6

69

89

Diameter
of Head cm

56

56,6

56

56

60

60

58,25

63

68,4

68,4

78,4

78,8

56

60

56

40

Toast Aromatics Palate Suitability

CHÂTEAU
This classic and elegant  Bordeaux 
toast uses a gradual increase of 
intense fire for a short period of time.

Complex oak 
Mocha, espresso
Caramel
Cedar
Balances & integrates 
well with fruit

Considerable depth 
showcases the fruit
Adds texture 
Refined, elegant tannins
Firm structure 
Extended, complex finish

Red varietals with extended 
aging and more structure
Suggested aging: 18+ months
Classic varietal pairing:  
Cabernet Sauvignon

CHÂTEAU LONGUE
This extended toast begins softly, 
utilising a fire that builds in intensity 
over time to create complexity and 
highlight even the most powerful wines 
with subtlety and grace.

Subtle yet complex
Preserves the fruit 
Voluptuous, layered 
tones
Notes of spice

Lively at the front
Silky structure and 
volume 
Fine tannins lift the fruit
Long, defined finish with 
light spice

Red varietals focused on finesse
Suggested aging: 12-18 months
Classic varietal pairings: 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, 
Red blends 

TRADITIONNELLE
This rich, balanced toast uses a 
moderate fire which starts high and 
gradually tapers down.

Very versatile 
Classic, rich oak 
aromatics 
Moderate toast:  
vanilla bean, spice & 
brown sugar

Balances well with fruit 
Adds toast, integrated 
structure
Subtle finish

Moderately-aged, balanced reds
Suggested aging: 12-18 months
Classic varietal pairings: 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet 
Franc, Merlot, Syrah, Zinfandel

TRADITIONNELLE LONGUE
This elegant and lush toast is long 
and gentle, with moderate heat and 
unvarying temperature until the finale 
when it peaks.

Fruit focused
Soft oak aromatics:  
lush toast, vanilla, 
sweet spice
Allows delicate fruit 
and floral notes to 
shine through

Highlights red fruit
Subtle structure and 
toasty finish
Exhibits volume in mouth
Complements acidity

Delicate styles showcasing 
terroir
Suggested aging: 12-15 months
Classic varietal pairings:  
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, 
Zinfandel, Merlot

BOURGUIGNONNE
A penetrating toast over a 
moderately high heat for an extended 
period of time, this expressive toast 
utilises a classic Burgundian chapeau 
towards the end to add subtle smoke 
aromatics.

Lush & elegant oak 
Toast, caramel
Sweet spice
Hints of smoke

Highlights rich, dark fruit 
Refined structure
Plush, rounded 
mouthfeel 
Savoury complexity
Touch of sweet baking 
spice

Fruit-driven reds and whites
Suggested aging: 9-15 months
Classic varietal pairings: 
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Syrah

AMBRE
This flashy, high-impact toast  
includes a sharp increase in heat at 
the end to maximise extraction and 
for a stronger flavour impact.

Very aromatic 
expression 
Bright fruit
Vanillin

Intense fruit
Firm structure
Sweetness on the  
mid-palate

Lush red wines that do not 
require extended aging
Suggested aging: 6-12 months
Classic varietal pairings: 
Sangiovese, Zinfandel, shorter-
aged Bordeaux varietals

OPALINE
This fruit-focused toast uses a mild 
fire over a short period of time to 
soften the wood but retain the 
essence of the oak.

Light oak
Spice and nutmeg
Minerality

Complements fresh 
acidity and citrus flavours
Clean finish 
Firm structure

Whites fashioned for citrus and 
mineral flavours, emphasising 
terroir.
Suggested aging: 6-12 months 
Classic varietal pairings: 
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, 
Semillon, Chenin Blanc

HYDRO-DYNAMIQUE
This toast builds on the minimal 
tannin impact of the water-immersion 
method, removing additional tannin 
with gently increasing temperature 
until moderate heat is maintained for 
the rest of the toast, creating elegant 
oak aromatics.

Fresh fruit
Soft spice

Silky, rounded mouthfeel
Long finish

Fruit driven reds and whites
Suggested aging: 9-18 months 

HYDRO-PURE
With freshness as the focus, this low 
temperature toast continues over 
an extended period of time to softly 
toast the oak and preserve fruit 
vibrancy.

Vibrant fruit and soft 
floral notes
Peach, apple, 
watermelon, white and 
yellow fruits

Freshness, balanced 
weight and acidity,  
subtle finish

Fruit-driven white wines
Suggested aging: 9-18 months
Classic varietal pairings: 
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, 
Semillon

Hydro-Collection barrels



Tonnellerie Quintessence 
Office: +33 556 72 82 00

You are welcome to contact us or visit 
our website to get in touch with the sales 

representative serving your local area.

www.tonnelleriequintessence.fr

facebook.com/TonnellerieQuintessence

{ OUR QUALITY COMMITMENT }

Tonnellerie Quintessence is a creative cooperage blending savoir-faire and contemporary 
expertise.  We craft premium oak barrels at our cooperage in Bordeaux, France with a 

commitment to traceability, consistency and customization. Our signature is to ensure our 
customers benefit from only the very best, the essence of Quintessence.

Wood Origin and Traceability

True to our passion for excellence, Tonnellerie Quintessence crafts barrels from the finest 
French oak. Our expert oak buyers take great care in wood selection, searching the great 

forests for straight, tight grain oak. We source our oak exclusively through company-owned 
stave mills – this vertical integration allows us to oversee every aspect of the coopering 

process from forest to stave to barrel. All of our staves are seasoned slowly and naturally at 
our own stave mills, allowing us to oversee this important process and maintain traceability 

from start to finish.  

Each year, third-party auditors review our processes and confirm the traceability of our 
products, thereby guaranteeing wood origin for our clients.

Consistency and Precision

The most important aspect of cooperage is the end result – the aromas and flavors that will 
marry with the wine. We utilize state of the art control systems to guarantee consistency for 
every barrel, including toasting accuracy, with a sophisticated computer system that guides 
each master cooper through the toast process. Our passion is to work closely with wineries 

around the world by crafting barrels that showcase the unique nuances of each wine.

Attestation d'origine des bois

Bureau Veritas certifies wood 
origin and duration of natural, 
open-air seasoning at our mill, 

Merrain International.


